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He was better to me than all my hopes,
He was better than all my fears;
He made a bridge of my broken works,
And a rainbow of my tears.
The billows that guarded my sea-girt path
But carried my Lord on their crest;
When I dwell on the days of my wilderness march
I can lean on His love for the rest.
He guided by paths that I could not see,
By ways that I have not known,
The crooked was straight and the rough made plain,
As I followed the Lord alone.
I praise Him still for the pleasant palms
And the water-springs by the way,
For the glowing pillar of flame by night
And the sheltering cloud by day.
Never a watch on the dreariest halt
But some promise of love endears;
I read from the past that my future shall be
Par better than all my fears.
There is light for me on the trackless wild,
As the wonders of old I trace,
When the God of the whole earth went before
To search me a resting-place.
—Author Unknown.
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COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS

Rev. A. B. Simpson
Once again our glad thanksgivings
Rise before our Father's throne
As we try to count the blessing
Of the year so swiftly flown,
As we trace the wondrous working
Of His wisdom, power, and love,
And unite our "Holy, holy,"
With the seraphim above.
He has blessed our favored country
With a free and bounteous hand,
Peace and plenty in our borders,
Liberty through all our land.
And although our sins and follies
Oft provoked Him to His face,
Mercy still restrains His judgments
And prolongs our day of grace.
As we gather 'round our firesides
On this new Thanksgiving Day,
Time would fail to count the blessings
That have followed all our way;
Grace sufficient, help and healing.
Prayer oft answered at our call,
And the best of all our blessings,
Christ Himself our all in all.
While we love to count our blessings,
Grateful for the year that's gone,
Faith would sweep a wider vision,
Hope would gaze yet farther on;
For the signals all around us
Seem with one accord to say,
Christ is coming soon to bring us
Earth's last, best Thanksgiving Day!
—Sel. by Sr. Sarah M Taggart, Stayner, Ont
ANOTHER MIRACLE
Some years ago a very unusual and startling occurrence took place in respect to which the healing of Mrs.
Parsons is a reminder. A young married woman, whose
name was Wagner, discovered that she had what seemed
to her an inward turner. Desiring to know the truth she
sought an investigation at the Allegheny General Hospital. At her request three physicians in turn examined
her independent of each other in order to convince her
beyond doubt of the facts. Each of the doctors assured
her that she had three serious inward tumors, demanding immediate attention. She paid them and candidly
told them she would trust the Lord for healing. She went
to the home of her parents, who resided at North Homestead. Brother Jas. S. Moore was sent for to come and
pray for her healing. He arrived and proceeded to anoint Mrs. Wagner and offered prayer. She believed, and,
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while praising the Lord, the Holy Spirit fell upon her
with such power that she leaped to her feet, clapped her
hands and ran around the room in a delirium of joy. Apparently not realizing that her father was at that time
very seriously ill in his room above them and could not
endure any noise, she was praising the Lord vociferously,
when suddenly she darted up the stairs, flung open the
door of his sick chamber shouting: "The Lord has healed
me." She threw herself across his body as he lay weak
and emaciated, and in a dying condition. As soon as her
form touched his body he was instantly delivered and
arose in bed, able to sit up and to receive nourishment;
and in a short time was fully restored to health.—Sel.

Our New Catalogue
is nearly ready for mailing. A copy will be sent to each
Visitor subscriber.
This catalogue contains an unusual selection of
Books, Bibles, Mottos, Gift Books, Fountain Pens, etc.,
and we are sure it will be well worth your while to look it
through before placing your Christmas orders.
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

A CHILD'S THANKSGIVING
"Can a little child like me
Thank the Father fittingly?
Yes, 0 yes! Be good and true,
Patient, kind in all you do.
Love the Lord and do your part,
Learn to say with all your heart:
Father, we thank Thee;
Father in heaven, we thank Thee.
"For the fruit upon the tree,
For the birds that sing to Thee,
For the earth in beauty dressed,
Father, mother, and the rest;
For Thy precious, loving care,
For Thy bounty everywhere,
Father, we thank Thee;
Father in heaven, we thank Thee."
—Selected.
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"TAKE TIME TO BE HOLY.
This is the title of a chapter in a little book, written
and published some years ago by Rev. Edgar M. Levy, D.
D., entitled "Upper-Room Believers." The author relates
the affecting incidents in connection with the death of a
devoted Christian woman. She was young, surrounded by
everything that could contribute to happiness in this
life. When she found that she was soon to leave all these
comfortable surroundings, calling the family into her
room, she calmly and affectionately bade them farewell,
saying to each, "Take time to be holy."
"This admonition is appropriate, not only to that
painfully bereaved family, but to every reader of the
Evangelical Visitor. This is an age of business, restlessness, excitement and rush. Amid the pressure of the
world's claims upon us, there is great danger lest we
allow them to occupy so much of our time and attention
as sadly to interfere with the cultivation of personal
piety. And even in the church itself, there are so many
things in these days to distract attention, that there are
few that are willing to be misunderstood and misrepresented, in order to keep the "one thing" in view, and determine at all hazards, to be out and out for God.
"Take time to be holy." It is here implied that time
is a factor in the attainment and cultivation of personal
holiness. It is true that the work of purifying the human heart is the instantaneous work of the Holy Spirit,
in answer to the consecration and faith of the earnest
believer; but time is a factor, nevertheless. It takes time
to fully understand one's need, and the ample supply for
that need, provided in the atonement. It takes time, intelligently to comprehend the conditions upon which holiness is bestowed, and then under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, to reach a point of consecration, where alone
faith is possible. It takes time for the light to penetrate
into the intricacies of our being, and reveal the hidden
things which so frequently hinder full consecration. It
takes time to understand the devices of satan, and get
ready to break with him at once and forever. It takes
time steadily to hold to our purpose when the testings
come, and persevere by faith in the dark, when the gathering gloom seems to portend failure. Yes, it takes time
to obtain a holy heart.
Then it takes time to remain holy after we have received the wondrous gift. We are to "perfect holiness in
the fear of God." Self examination, the study of the
Word, real, earnest prayer, carefully to discern the voice
of the Spirit, and faithfully follow his directions always,
all demand time- Yes, it takes time to be holy. But time
thus employed, pays a dividend beyond all computation.
It will bring fullness of peace and joy and rest. It will
satisfy the spiritual longing which is inherent in the
truly awakened soul. It will bring perfect contentment,
which with godliness is great gain. It brings an insurance policy and makes us perfectly secure for both worlds
—for it "gives the promise of the life that now is and
of that which is to come,"
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In these days, when so much thought is concentrated
on the second coming of our Lord, and thousands of
saints are living in daily expectation of this most wonderful event, how timely the admonition,
Take Time To Be Holy,
Speak oft with thy Lord;
Abide in Him always,
And feed on His Word.
Take time to be holy,
The world rushes on
Spend much time in Secret
With Jesus alone.
Adapted.
'IT IS A MIRACLE."
For a long time a lady, a member of Rev. J. V. Krall's
church, Wilmington, Del., had been suffering from cancer
and was trusting the Lord to heal her. A few months
ago her husband, Mr. Parsons, decided to have her sent to
the hospital for an operation. She consented but felt
that God alone could, and that He would, heal her- At
the hospital, after the surgeons had opened her preparatory to the operation, they were startled to find a mass of
cancers, and at once decided that an operation was impossible. The incision was closed and Mrs. Parsons was
detained only long enough to regain strength for her
removal to her home. A feeling of satisfaction came to
her because she could now trust the Lord alone and
glorify Him the more fully. At her request friends in
various places were asked to unite in prayer for complete healing. Very little change apparently was vouchsafed for weeks; and her sufferings were intense. She became so swollen that she had to be tightly bandaged lest
her body would be rent. Notwithstanding this alarming
condition, Mrs. Parsons continued to depend upon the
word of God with buoyant hope. She was undaunted by
the evidence of a-fatal termination of her disease. Rev.
G. Verner Brown, Dist., Supt., whose home is in Wilmington, visited her during this period, and after prayer
turned to her as he was about to depart and said: "Sister
Parsons, perhaps the Lord would have you attempt to
rise and act your faith." Sometime after he left she,
while prayerfully considering this suggestion, did as he
said- She arose and began to walk, and gradually succeeded in getting down stairs, and later went out on the
veranda and sat down. While there a sudden conviction
impelled her to rise to her feet. She stood up straight,
and, lo, all the bandages about her body fell to the floor,
the swelling had disappeared and she was normal. An old
family physician called soon after ,and finding what had
taken place exclaimed: "And where did the water go? It
is a Miracle!" The first Sunday Mrs. Parsons walked into
the church the sight so affected the congregation that
they all wept with emotion and gratitude to God. "Remember the word unto Thy servant, upon which thou
hast caused me to hope. This is my comfort in my affliction: for Thy word hath quickened me." Ps. 119:49-50.
-—Selected.
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PROPHECY
Jacob Heinrichs

Lesson 18.
The Messianic Element in Isaiah.
I. The Messiah and His Kingdom (Chiefly in Isa. 1-39.).
1. Isa. 7:10-17, especially v. 14. Many scholars think
that the sign to Ahaz was the birth of a child (Immanuel)
in his day, either a son of Ahaz or of Isaiah himself.
Matt. 1:23, however, maintains its fulfillment in Jesus
the Immanuel.
2. Is-. 9:1-7. Its historic background was the invasion of Pal. in 734 B. C. when the northern and eastern
districts were laid waste. In contrast with those times
there would come a time of joy and peace. Of Matt. 4:1217. The whole chapter, especially the names in v. 6 emphasizes the divinity of the coming deliverer. He is to
have divine wisdom, power, fatherhood and peace.
3. Isa- 11:1-10 emphasizes the humanity of the Son
of David. He is to be (1) of lowly origin, v. 1; (2) Jehovah equips him for his work, v- 2; (3) is skilfull in
administering justice, v. 3-5; (4) his reign introduces
an era of peace, v. 6-9; cf. Rom. 8:18-25. (5) The Gentiles will flock to the Messiah, vs. 10.
4. Isa. 16:5, One delighting in justice and loving
kindness is to sit on the throne of David. He is the Son
of 9:1-7 and the Davidic ruler of 11:1-10.
5. Isa. 52, especially vs. 1-5 and 15-18 depict a
state of things that could be realized under no king other
than the Messiah.
II. The Suffering Servant and His Redemption (Isaiah
40-66.) cf. Psa. 22.
1. Isa. 42:1-12 (a) His divine call, annointing and
mission, y. 1; (b) Manner in which He shall perform His
work, 2-4; (c) Resources of the Omnipotent One at the
command of the Servant vs. 5:8, 9; (d) His two-fold mission in v. 6 is to restore the Jews and to enlighten the
Gentiles; (e) Gracious character of the Servant's work,
v. 7; and (f) Praise to Jehovah for the Servant's work,
v. 10-12.
2. Isa- 49:1-13. (a) The Servant's divine call and
the promise of Jehovah v. 1-3; (b) Seeming failure does
not cause the Servant to despair v. 4; (c) The Servant's
work to include the Gentiles, v. 5, 6; (d) Israel's gathering by the Servant, 7-13.
3. Isa. 50:4-11, (a) attending constantly upon the
teachings of Jehovah, the Servant knows how to comfort
others, v. 4; (b) patience and confidence of the Servant
under persecution, v. 5-9; (c) Contrast between the safety of those who obey the Servant and the sad fate of
the disobedient, vs. 10, 11.
4. Isa. 52:13—53:12. This is the highest peak in
the mountain range of Messianic prophecy and of such
importance that we devote a separate lecture to it. A close.
connection exists between Chapters 53, 54 and 55. The
Servant finishes His redemptive suffering, and brings
healing and justification to all who will accept them.
Chap. 54 calls upon us to rejoice over the wonderful
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growth of the spiritual Israel as a result of the Servant's
work. Chap. 55 throws wide open the door to every
thirsty soul. "Whosoever will, let him. . ." 55:1 ff.
5. Isa. 61:1-11. Cf. Luke 4:16-21; (a) Twofold work
of the Servant, vs. 1-3 namely work of mercy, and a work
of judgment- Most of Christ's work on earth was a
manifestation of His mercy. At the close of His ministry He gave His foes warnings of the day of vengeance
that was to come; (b) The true Israel of God will have
prosperity and joy as the result of the Servant's ministry,
v. 4-9; (c) The Servant rejoices in His saving ministry,
vs. 10, 11.
Ill Predictions of Jehovah's Kingdom and the Prosperity of Jehovah's City. The person of the Messiah is
not always evident in these pictures.
1. Isa. 2:2-4 (Cf. Micah 4:1-5), The world is to get
its religion from Zion. Happy transformation among
warring nations. Complete fulfillment is future.
2. Isa. 4:2-6, Picture of Zion after God has removed
sinners. Partial fulfillment at the Restoration, but we
await the complete fulfillment- (Note the first appearance
of the figure "branch of Jehovah" referring to the Messiah.)
3. Isa. 12:1-6, a picture of songs and rejoicing in
Zion. Partial fulfillment in the Restoration in 535 B. C,
but the complete fulfillment must be future.
4. Isa. 19:18-25, especially v. 24- The mighty empires of Egypt and Assyria, representative of all the
heathen world, unite with Israel in the worship of Jehovah.
5. Isa. 25 and 26; especially 25:6-8. The weak city
of Zion has a mighty protector, who will overthrow the
oppressing capital of the heathen world- 6. Isa. 28:16. The
chief cornerstone is Christ; See Ps. 118:22.
FIVE FOR TWO FARTHINGS
By Rev. Michael Andrew Chapman
"Are not five sparrows sold for two farthings and not
one of them is forgotten before God.— (St. Luke 12:29.)
"He careth
Life without God would be a hopeless jumble of
complexities, a welter of disappointments, a slough of
despond and its end, despair. Such, indeed, have the
great, but godless minds of the World ever found it.
Every mature philosophy, which has ruled out God, has
been a cynical pessimism, and the ephemeral '"pollyanna"
schemes of life, which center in man rather than in God,
have again and again been weighed in the balances of
trouble and sorrow and been found utterly wanting. It
is but reasonable that man should find in his creator the
key to the problem of his existence, and the unsophisticated mind of man, no less than the most highly trained
and logical thought of all ages, has come naturally and
logically to recognize this fact- But it remained for the
Christian Revelation to show to the human intellect howto bridge the gap which lay between the vague and theoretical supposition that there must be a God, and the
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unique and saving conception of God as Guide and friend purpose of it all," asks the Godless worldling, What is the
in the ordinary affairs of life.
meaning of life, is it worth living at all? Not knowing
Something more than a philosophical realization of God or carelessly rejecting Him, such an one finds no
ihe existence of God is necessary to make life intelligible answer to the riddle, and it is but the natural result that
and worth the living. Even the thot of His interest in he should cast life aside as not worth while, or be literhis creatures, and His overruling power is not enough to ally bored to death by it.
raise man's conception of God above that barbaric fear,
"The natural result," did I say ? How different is the
which is but the "beginning of wisdom." That natural supernatural result, when the measure of life is filled, as
religion which reason unaided teaches us is not enough, it was meant to be filled by the knowledge and the love
and God never meant it to be enough, to satisfy the crav- and the Grace of God! Then the riddle answers itself,
ings of our mind for knowledge or the hunger of our the twisted meanings of the most painfully contorted cirheart for love. The only life really worth while is the life cumstances become plain, for the man who is in corresof Grace, the only way in which life can be lifted above pondence with the Grace of God knows "that to them
the merely tolerable is by the practice of the Theologieal that love God, all things work together unto good."
Virtues, and they can best be corresponded with when (Romans 8:28.)
one has come to some vital and real appreciation of the >,
Once the lesson of loving trust in God has been
fact of the Providence x>f God.
\ learned (and it can only be learned by Grace)
Man instinctively knows that God is, his reason tells once one realizes that at the point of perspective
him much of what God is, but it is Grace alone which of life is God, once God and His Grace becomes
makes possible the next step and brings man into con- the background against which life is lived, or
scious, loving, personal relationship with his God. Some- rather the atmosphere in which the whole man lives and
one has said that Grace, tho it be a supernatural thing, has his being, then not only is there no longer any riddle
is the most natural thing in life; by-which, I take it, is to anything that may happen, but whatever comes, short
meant that we are made for supernatural experiences, of sins, there, comes with it the power and strength to
and that there should be no sense of the abnormal or the bear it, to more than endure it, to transmute it into the
strange when we undergo them. We are, by the very precious stuff of which life is made, nay more, the inesconstitution of our being, "apt for Grace," for we were timable s t M from which the life to come is forged and
made to receive it, and it is the man who remains in a fashioned. Experience alone, however rich and varied,
state of nature who is the anomaly, not the man who has could never teach a man this lesson. Once, however, it
been raised to the state of Grace, which he was created has been stated reason instantly affirms the truth of it,
to occupy. There is something wrong with the mental- tho reason alone could never have searched it out.
ity which thinks of Religion as a thing apart from life,
Not the least important part of the unique revelaand the tendency to separate the supernatural from the tion of the mind and ways of God, which our Divine Lord
every-day life is nothing short of a temptation of the brought to the world, was the doctrine He proclaimed reevil one. Realization of the presence of God, conscious garding the fact and the operations of that "besetting
dependence upon Him, are not rare and deep mystical ex- care" for the creatures of His hand which we call Divine
periences, but practical necessities; not the goal of saints, Providence. The text which stands at the head of these
but the bare modus vivendi (mode of living) of sinners.
chapters is but one of many which declare, in unequivocal
For all are "called to be saints" and the answering of .
terms., the great and consoling fact that God not only
that call ought not to set a man apart, but to make him
creates us, but sustains, directs, protects our life in its
more a man, not of the world, but in the world. We are
minutest details at every moment. The Incarnation itcompletely human when there is in us the maximum of
self is the supreme evidence of this, the surpassing exthe Divine.
pression of the continual preoccupation of God Almighty
It is a matter of perspective, a matter of background, with the affairs of His creatures, the patent sign that
and I use these two phrases advisedly, for background their well-being here and here after (that is to say, their
without perspective savors of the painted scene of the Salvation) is of tremendous importance to Him. Nothing
theater, and this is precisely what life seems to be to the that God ever did for mankind could show this interest as
worldling, a stage, on which all are actors for a little clearly. And, as a matter of fact, mankind had missed
while and from which, having played a part, they pass to the obvious lesson of material creation, all designed to
they know not what. The life of Grace is real, because it minister to his needs, furnishing ways, if rightly used, to
keeps both its end and the means towards that end al- lead his mind to That Which was ever and will ever be his
ways clearly in view. However full of business, the life supreme need. The pagan cosmology regarded the world
of the irreligious man may seem to be, however strenuous and all that was in it, including man, as a sort of playmay be his efforts to "pass the time," the emptiness of thing of the gods. Practically the pagan man made use
it all is sooner or later betrayed by the very weariness of the world and thanked the gods perfunctorily for such
which it brings, the "vanity of vanities," which the mod- comforts and conveniences as he could abstract from it
ern man, no less than the Wise Man of old, perceives to without incurring their jealousy or wrath. It was left for
be the unsatisfying core of life without God- "What is the the Chosen People to receive the partial revelation of the
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meaning of Creation as an environment for the supreme
creature, man, through which he could come into a closer
and more conscious relationship with God than could
those among the Gentiles whose highest flights towards
Truth were but (as St. Paul told the Athenians,) a feeling after Him if haply they they might find Him. (Acts
17:27.) But even the revelation of the Old Covenant
was incomplete and contained within itself the germs of
that very impersonal formalism into which it inevitably
fell "God providing some better thing for us, that they
should not be perfected without us." (Hebrews 11:40.)
It was not until the message of Gabriel to the virgin Mary
made eternally true the apocalyptic words "Behold the
tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell with
them. And they shall be His people, and God Himself with
them shall be their God." (Apoc. 21:3) ; not until the Incarnation brot the fulfillment of all those ancient prophesies which the wisest and holiest minds of Israel had
failed to understand; not until God became Man as the
supreme expression of His undying love for His rebellious creatures that it was possible that there should be
any adequate understanding of the reality and depth of
God's concern in the affairs of men. Henceforth the earnest soul can but stand amazed at the beneficence of Divine Love. If God has done this for me what will He
not do? Believing, knowing that He has done this how
can I ever doubt that His care and love will continue to
the end? To doubt this would be nothing short of sin.
There is nothing more plain than the teaching of our
Blessed Lord on this matter as recorded in the New Testament. God has care for all His creatures and directs
them by His Providence towards their end. Moreover the
contrary doctrine has frequently been condemned, not
only the pagan teaching that God is lazy and does not
care or that He is too noble to think of trivialities; but
the heresies of the Deist and of the Rationalists who
teach a fixed natural law with which God (if there be a
God) either cannot or will not interfere, and the more
insidious theory of the essentially evil character of creation which separates it entirely from the goodness of a
Creator who, having made it, has abandoned it to whatever fate it may work out for itself. To be sure, we
know only in part the laws by which Divine Providence
governs itself in its relations to us. But reason and
revelation alike teach us the principal thing which we
need to know—that God created all, and governs all,
overrules all, for His own glory and the good of men insofar as that good is subservient to His glory. "The Lord
hath made all things for, Himself." (Prov. 16:4.) The
glory of God and the good of man are really but one and
the same end, for the greatest external glory of God is
that He should be perfectly known, loved and enjoyed by
us, His creatures; and our greatest good, our final end,
is to know, love and enjoy God.
The matter is not without its perplexities, but it is
enough for the present if we grasp firmly the truth that
our life is ruled and governed by God, who does care for
us, and if we will only by an act of faith, which is at the
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same time an act of the will, lay hold of this truth and endeavor to live by it, all life will be transformed and transfigured, yes and made free by our knowledge of that
truth. (Ct. John 8:32.)
Life hedges us about with its difficulties, its sorrows,
its sins. We struggle and rebel, but always it is hard
for us to kick against the good. (Acts 9:5). It is not the
question—begging complaisancy of the pagan, which
claims that "whatsoever is, is right, "'but the active
resignation of the loving heart of the sincere Christian,
which alone can make of the weary ways of the world
the path that leads, by the mercy of God, to eternal
peace, peace which has its foretaste even here and now.
—Selected.

LLOYD GEORGE K N E W ALL ABOUT MARY JONES

When a committee from the American Bible Society presented
Lloyd George with a Welsh Bible just before he sailed for England
last week, the Ex-Prime Minister of Great Britain interrupted Dr.
Haven's presentation speech by saying, "I have known all my life
about Mary Jones, the little Welsh girl, and her long Journey in
quest of a Bible which resulted in the organization of the first
Bible Society in the world. It is one of the most beautiful stories
1 know."
The presentation took place on board the Majestic. The members of the Committee were President Churchill H. Cutting, Vice
Presidents E. Francis Hyde and G. S. McKenzie, and General Secretaries William I. Haven and Frank H. Mann.
Dr. Haven, in presenting the Bible, which was printed in
New York, said:
"One hundred and twenty years ago a little Welsh girl, by
the name of Mary Jones, which you will probably recognize as a
Welsh name, walked bare-foot over the hills from her home to the
nearest minister twenty-five miles away because of her great desire to own a copy of the Bible Scriptures. When she was told
that the minister had none for her she burst into tears which
caused him to give her from his cupboard one that had been
promised to a friend, and she went home rejoicing.
"Turning it over in his mind he decided to go a t once to London. There he gathered a few friends together and told them the
story and a Committee was formed to see that all such persons
in Wales and in the British Isles should have copies of the Bible
Someone in the meeting uttered the significant words 'If for Wales
why not for the World?'
"You, yourself, sir, if I may be allowed to say it, are a livins
witness t o the fact that 'What is good for Wales is good for the
World!
"F«°m t h e S i m p l e a c t o f t h a t l i t t l e Sirl has sprung all the
Bible Societies of the vorld which are sending out among all nations in over five hundred languages and dialects twenty millions
ol copies of the Scriptures every year.
" ^ ? ? S ? W e C ° U l d n 0 t l e t y o u %° h o m e w i thout giving
Hshed by the A m e r i c a n Bible S
h Welsh
w T L Churches
r ? * I' P U band
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the Welsh. We know that you stand for the Bible as the cure of
the ills of the world. We wish you God-speed!"
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THE BIBLE IN JAPAN AND THE FAR EAST
Theme for Universal Bible Sunday
By Frank H. Mann
General Secretary of the American Bible Society
Once a year the -American Bible Society calls upon
the churches of all denominations to set aside one Sunday
as Bible Sunday.
This is for the purpose of emphasizing the place of
the Bible in the life of the world and the program of the
Church; and also in order that the Church itself may be
aroused to its responsibility of giving the Bible to the
nations of the world.
In spite of the demands made by many causes for
special Sundays, the response to this plan has been very
generous and increases year after year- It is a matter
so fundamental, that it finds a ready place in the schedule of thousands of churches.
THE DAY
This year the call has gone out to set aside the third
Sunday before Christmas, December 9, or either adjacent Sunday as shall be most convenient.
Complete material for the observance of the day
has been prepared by the American Bible Society and is
ready for distribution. This material consists of two
pieces of literature which will be sent free upon request
to all pastors and all Sunday-school superintendents who
propose to observe the day.
THE THEME
The theme selected is "The Bible Remaking the
Orient." There will be offered free a specially prepared
pamphlet entitled "The Remaking the Orient." It contains a statement of the progress of Christianity in the
the Orient, particularly through the large use of the Bible in the various languages and dialects. It is filled with
interesting material suitable for an address on the general theme. There is also offered a folder in colors entitled "Bible Losses and Needs in Stricken Japan" which
will be furnished free in quantities where it is desired for
distribution to congregations and Sunday-schools.
The heavy losses resulting from the earthquake disaster in Tokyo and Yokohama have made it desirable to
focus attention upon the Bible in these parts of the world
at this time. The entire stock of Bibles both in Tokyo and
Yokohama and perhaps the majority of the books in the
homes of these two cities are gone. The people in these
stricken regions are entirely without copies of the Bible,
or the New Testament, or even smaller Portions. A great
many of the books used in China were printed on the
presses in Yokohama and these plates have been destroyed. The Scriptures also for the Philippine Islands in
several dialects, as well as books in Siamese were all
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printed in Yokohama, and not alone the paper stock and
the books, but the plates as well have been lost in the
disaster. The total losses are estimated at about $300,000.
Orders for literature for Bible Sunday should be sent
to Frank H- Mann, General Secretary, American Bible
Society, Bible House, Astor Place, New York.
I think perhaps the best part of my life has been spent
at the mourner's bench. I do not mean the largest part
of my life, but the most important and profitable part.
* * * *
I do not mean that since the time I spent at the
mourner's bench I may not have contributed more to the
help of my fellow beings, but it was there in deep humility and repentance before God, that I learned the lesson that I first must learn if I would learn other and
higher lessons- I shall never cea&e to be grateful for
the time I spent at the mourner's bench. First, I went
there for pardon; second, I went there for cleansing and
I found the Lord at the place of prayer.
*

*

*

*

We understand there is no virtue in the mourner's
bench, but it is a great thing to break away from the
world and its people and walk out before men and angels,
bow down at the place appointed for the unconverted to
seek God, saying by the act of walking down the aisle and
bowing at the mourner's bench, "I am tired of sin and
satan; I forsake my wicked ways and surrender to God.
I confess that I have been a sinner and desire forgiveness." These things count large in the seeking of salvation. .
* * * *
There was no virtue in the waters of Jordan to heal
Naaman of his leprosy, but it was a great thing for Naaman to break his stubborn will, to humble his pride, to
teach him submission and obedience, to bring him to a
humble acknowledgement of his utter dependence upon
God. After the command was given, the Jordan was the
only thing for him. Cleansing was awaiting him there;
not in the water, but in the obedience. If he had only dipped six times he wouldn't have been healed. He is commanded to dip seven times and he must go under the
seventh time before there is a sign of healing; but he, is
conquered now, he is humble and obedient and will go
the full length. He obeys the commandment to the last
dip and he comes up healed.
* * * *
The preacher must be careful not to ask any unreasonable thing of the sinner and thus block his way,
cut him off from Christ, and hinder his salvation. But it
is not unreasonable to call on men to forsake their sinful
associations, "to come out from among them," to bow
down at the altar of the Church of God, to publicly confess his sin, to earnestly plead for mercy, to submit himself patiently and humbly to the instruction of the Lord's
people, to ask for their prayers and to give himself
up entirely in humility, repentance, and faith in Christ
for the salvation of his soul.
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Marriages
CULLEN BAER
On November 15th, 1923, at the home of Irvin Baily, brother-inlaw of the bride, near Ridgeway, occurred the marriage of Sr.
Janie Baer to Bro. Cecil Cullen of Welland. Eld. Girvin Bearss,
officiating.
KANODE-MUMMA
On September 18, 1923, at the home of the bride there occurred the marriage of Sister Annie W., daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Levi Mumma of Florin,. Lane. Co., Pa., and Bro. Ira Kanode, son
of Bro. and Sr. Rufus Kanode of Blair, Co., Pa. Bishop H. B. Hoffer officiating.
SHENK-HORST
On Thursday at 12:00 o'clock the 6th, day of September,
1923, at th e home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Horst, there occurred the marriage of Sr. Mable W. Horst and Bro.
Paul H. Shenk, son of Bro. and Sr. Abram Shenk, both of Lane
Co., Pa., H. B. Hoffer performed the ceremony.
HEISEY-HOOVER
. On Saturday evening, November 10, 1923, there assembled together some friends and relatives at the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marion S. Hoover of Union, Ohio, to witness the
marriage of their daughter Sr. Lela Fern to Bro. Henry P. Heisey
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Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Beulah Musser,
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Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Smith, Miss Effie Rohrer, Miss
Ella Gayman, Saharsa, B. & N. Wn. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss Anna Steckley,
Supaul, B. & N. Wn. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Heise, Dauram Madapura, B.
& N. Wn. Ry., India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven,
Darjeeling, D. & H. Ry., India.
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Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, Cal.
Cora Alvis, Geary, Okla, Box 15.
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Miss Hannah Baker, Stayner, Ontario.
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Grantham, Pa.
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son of Eld. and Sr. J. L. Heisey of Washington Boro, Pa. The
grandfather of the bride, Bishop B. F. Hoover, officiating.

Obituaries
ZOERB—Sister Myra Elma Zoerb, wife of Brother L. H.
Zoerb passed away at her home at Delisle, Sask., Canada, on
Saturday, July 21, 1923, aged 29 year-s, 1 month and 26 days.
She was a daughter of Bro. and Sr. Abraham Winger and was
born in Welland County, Ont., where she was converted at the
age of 9 years and joined the Brethren in Christ Church, remaining a faithful member until "her departure to be with her Lord.
Deceased came west with her parents in 1908, and on December
3, 1919, married Bro. Zoerb, to which union three children were
born—Leslie George, Elmer Harvey and Muriel Anna. Besides
the children, the husband and parents, three brothers and two
sisters survive, all of whom, with the exception of Sr. Annie E.
Winger of' Mtshabezi Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa, reside in
the Delisle district.
Sr. Zoerb was possessed of the meek and quiet spirit which is
of great price in God's sight. Her life was a witness for Him
whom she loved. Knowing her end was near she had selected
Hymns for her funeral as well as left a signed message of faith in
Him, with a desire to see the unsaved accept the offered love of
her Saviour. Several months ago she contracted Tuberculosis
which caused the thread of life to break some few hours after
she had given birth to a daughter.
Funeral services were held at the Union Church in Delisle,
conducted by Rev. N. McPhedran of Delisle and Eld. A. M. Carmichael, 0 f Kindersley, Sask. Text: John 11:25, 26. Interment in
Delisle cemetery.
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HOOVER—Hester Jane, daughter of John . and Margaret
Swank, was born near Harrisonburg, Va., February 10th, 1855, and
passed from intense suffering to her eternal reward, November
16, 1923; aged 68 years, 9 months and 6 days. Jane 26th, 1873,
she was united in marriage with George W. Hoover. In their earlymarried life, they left their Virginia home and sought a home in
this state.
Early in life she gave her heart to the Lord and realized a
definite change. Later in life she sought a deeper experience and
closer walk with her Saviour. Although her life was not without
hardships, disappointments and sorrows, she still retained her
faith in God and His Word. Her disposition of thoughtfulness
for the welfare and comfort of others, and her desire to be doingsomething for her loved ones could be noticed even while upon
her bed of sickness. Truly it may be said of her, ''Remembered
by what she has done." After jrears of failing health, months of
affliction, and weeks of severe sufferings, caused by a complication of diseases, it pleased her Heavenly Father to take her home
to rest. She was under the faithful care of a kind and competent
physician, who used every means in his power to . prolong her
precious life and relieve her of as much suffering as possible, yet
when the time came for her to occupy her mansion over there, all
human efforts were vain. The patience she manifested through
so prolonged an illness and during times of such terrible suffering, was truly wonderful; and was noticed by her physician,
who remarked that she was a very patient sufferer; and expressed himself that without question she had the Lord with her, and
is now with Jesus. She leaves an aged husband, two sons, John
N. and Elmer B., three daughters, Mrs. Docia Wenger, Anna and
Edna; and eleven grandchildren, and two great grandchildren.
Also three sisters and two brothers, with a countless number of
other relatives and friends, with whom she enjoyed fellowship so
long. Oh, how she will be missed, yet how could we wish her
back, since her sweet Spirit has fled to God, who gave it, and her
dear tenement of clay is sleeping the sleep of the righteous, awaiting the great resurrection morn.

Funeral services were held at the Brethren in Christ church,
conducted by Eld. T. S. Doner and Eld. Earl Bossart of Buffalo,
interment in Clarence Center cemetery.
LEMASTER—Elen Corilina, Lemaster, was born May 11,
1853 in Kentucky; died October 25, 1923, age TO years, 5 months
and 13 days.
Sister Lemaster was converted in the early part of her life.
Her testimonies were always inspiring and uplifting because of
the definiteness and clearness in which she gave them, also the life
she lived was convincing to all that Christ was in her the hope of
glory. She has been a faithful member of the Brethren in Christ
Church for the past five years.
Funeral services were held at the Upland church. Bishop C.
C. Burkholder and Eld. N. T. Franklin in charge, interment at
the Belview cemetery.

A TESTIMONY
Saved and Healed

Greetings in Jesus' name.
I have thought for a long time
of writing to the Visitor. Four years ago I gave my heart to
God and He cleaned me up. I was a great tobacco user; had used
tabacco for forty-seven years but the Lord took all desire of it
away. Then I became very sick. The doctor said, You had better
go back to your pipe and I did. I always said no one could be a
Christian and smoke. I let go, and went to shows and like places,
but did not seem to enjoy anything. I kept remembering brother
Zook was praying for me.
One night something said to me, Go to the little mission on
First and Walnut tonight. I tried to put the thought from me,
but at last consented to that voice to go. I went and the Lord
wonderfully saved me from all sin. I promised my Lord, Yes,
Lord, I give up my old pipe. The old pipe and my sins which were
Funeral services were conducted at the Fairview church, Englemany, were all taken away, and I have joy, peace and happiness
wood, Ohio, by Bishop O. B. Ulery and Bishop W. H. Boyer. Text:
in my soul, hallelujah!
2 Cor. 5:9-10. Interment was made in the adjoining cemetery.
Two months later I fell and broke my arm. I did not think it
was broke but it kept getting worse so I sent for the doctor. He
LEVAGOOD—Sister Susannah Levagood died Friday, . November 2, 1923, age 91 years. The end came at the home of Mr. told me my arm was broke. He fixed it all up and told me, you
and Mrs. Oliver Martin, where for the past seven years she had are old and your arm will mend slowly. If you can use it in one
year you will do well.
been given a comfortable hom e and tender care.
I sent word to the saints that my arm was broke and asking
She was born in Waterloo Co., Ont.,but had lived in Clarence
them to pray for me. They came to my home and prayed with me
Center for many years. She is survived by one daughter and two
sons, Mrs. Mary Casell of Clarence Center, Joseph of Saint Paul, but something seemed to say, go to the mission. So I told the doctor I am going to go to meeting tonight. He said, Oh, no, don't
Minn., and George of Toronto, Can., also three sisters, Mrs. Laly
of Churchville, N. Y., Mrs. Charles Baumler of Buffalo and Mrs. try it, it will surely make you worse. I told the children that
they must comb my hair and get me ready, as I was going.
Henry Main of Owasso, Mich. The late Hannah Martin of Clarence
Brother Landis came after me in his car. It is sixteen blocks from
Center was a sister.
Sister Levagood was a member of the Brethren in Christ i my place to the mission. Oh, I was suffering something terrible..
Church for many years, and a person of remarkable strength and
At the close of the meeting Brother Landis asked if someone
character. In her long life she had many sorrows, having spent
wanted something of the Lord. I went for healing and praise
her last years in total blindness, but her face was always turned
the Lord I got it, but not there. I came back home and got out of
toward the bright side.
the car and as I was about half a block from home, the Lord
The funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at 2:15 at said, you are healed! Th e first thing I did was to see if I could
shut my hand. I could. The next thing I did was to shout
the Brethren in Christ] Church, Clarence Center, Eld. T. S. Doner
and tear the bandages off my arm. Well, I didn't sleep much
officiated, interment in Clarence Center cemetery.
that night. I just praised God. My neighbors thought I had lost
BRAUEN—Bro. Edwin Brauen, son of Fred-and sister Mary my mind, but oh, I was happy* and have been ever since, which
is over two years.
Brauen was born June 22, 1898 and died October 25, 1923, age 25
years, 4 months and 3 days.
I am so glad I turned my back on the things of this world.
Pipe and movies don't interest me any more. My desire is now
He came to Clarence Center with his parents from Switzerland
that I may help some one that is down like I was. I want to be at
on September 10, 1912, and united with the Brethren several years
my best at all times for Jesus. Oh, hallelujah, I praise His holy
ago. His sickness was of short duration being due to tubercular
poisoning. He leaves to mourn their loss his father and mother
name for what He did for me and mine; and by grace of God I
and seven brothers.
(Continued on page 16.)
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THE

FAMILY

WHY JOHNNY FAILED
Johnny had a little mind;
It was his very own,
And nothing could be put in it
Except by him alone.
It wasn't very big, it's true,
But there was room inside
For lots of things, chosen out
As Johnny should decide.
Mother and father gave to him
All sort of good advice;
But Johnny never put it in
Or thought about it twice
But all the ugly things the boys
Upon the corners said,
Why, Johnny picked them up at once
And put them in his head.
At school the teacher tried her best
To give him facts and rules
Of every useful sort—but no,
For Johnny hated schoolsHe picked up brag and vulgar slang,
Dime novels, too, ten deep.
And filled his mind till it was like
A tainted rubbish heap.
So when the day of manhood came,
When Johnny searched his mind
For skill and power it played him false
And nothing could he find
But worthless trash and ugly thoughts
And so he failed, alas!
Is any other boy who reads
Coming to Johnny's pass ?
_ _ —Exchange
TITHING LITERATURE FREE
Our offer to furnish free, postage paid, the pamphlet,
"Christian Work for Laymen and Ministers," in sufficient
quantities to supply one copy to every family in any
church and congregation, expired Nov. 1st.
The offer is hereby renewed until January 1, 1924.
Please mention the
;
also give your denominationTHE LAYMAN COMPANY
35 North Dearborn Street,
Chicago, El.
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SPECIAL NOTICE TO THE BRETHREN AND SISTERS OF CENTER AND CLINTON COUNTIES
According to an action of the district council convened at Howard, on September 30, 1923, the time for
mailing their ballots for a deacon closes Dec. 15. Those
members who did not have the privilege to be present at
said council will please read the qualifications of deacons
as found in 1 Peter 3:7-14, and ask the Holy Spirit to
show to them the brother who is best qualified for the
office. Each ballot should be enclosed in an envelope and
said envelope enclosed in another envelope with a paper
stating whose ballot is contained in the sealed envelope,
and mailed to Henry K. Kreider, Campbelltown, Pa., not
later than December 13, or handed to him in person on
the evening of Dec. 16, at Cedar Springs Church. No
votes accepted from parties under twelve years of age.
We also wish to inform the members and whoeyer
may be concerned that it is not likely that General Conference would confirm the sale of the Cedar Springs
Church property seeing that about one third of the members do not favor the sale.
A LOOK AT BOTH SIDES
There are two sides to every question; sometimes
there are three or four. The Rev. Mr. Pugh tells the
following story of a man who one day got a clear view
of both sides of the drink question.
There was a man who was much given to strong
drink; he was an excellent workman and earned good
wages, but none of it went home; it was all spent in the
public-house, where he also spent much of his time. One
morning he stayed longer than usual there, and while
he was sitting enjoying himself, as he fancied, Mrs.
Jones, the inn-keeper, entered the room, and looking
out the window, she called his attention to a poor, wretched woman who was picking up cinders in front of the
window.
This sight was enough- It went to the man's heart,
for it was his own wife. Rising, he left the house without
a word. Next morning he went to work without entering
the public house as usual, and continued so to do. He
signed the pledge and kept it. Soon his home began to
look more comfortable, and he had the pleasure of seeing his wife decently dressed. One Sunday, on their way
home from church, where he now regularly attended, he
said, pointing to the public house,
"Will you come in here for a minute?"
"No, do not go in there," pleaded his wife.
"Oh, we will just go in for a minute; I will take care
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we get no harm," he replied.
Unwillingly Mary followed him in, and he called,
"Mrs. Jones."
She remembered the voice and was with them in a
minute.
"Mrs. Jones, what do you think of Mary? Isn't she
neat?"
"Isn't there a difference between when you saw her
picking up cinders, and now?"
Mrs. Jones admitted there was a difference.
"Well," said the happy husband, "it is because I give
Mary the money l e a r n now, instead of giving it to you-"
Thousands of reckless husbands might profit by
taking a similar view of the condition of their wretched
wives, whose rights are taken from them to fatten the
greedy grogsellers.—Selected.
THE MOTHER'S LETTER.
One day in the Fulton Street Prayer Meeting a gentleman came, and laying a sealed letter on the desk of
the leader, turned to the audience and said,
"I am a Methodist minister, and I have been appointed to a special service which will require me to be
traveling most of the year in California. Hearing of this,
a devoted Christian mother came to me, and putting this
letter into my hand, requested me to carry it to California, and inquire everywhere for her son, and if I
should find him, put this letter in his hand, and tell him it
was from his mother. I lay this letter here before you
and ask you to pray that I may find this son, and that
God may make this letter the means of his salvation. Till
now that mother has been an entire stranger to me, but
I feel that there is a solemn and special providence in
this matter.
I can give no idea of the effect upon the meeting
which this request produced. Men wept like children during the prayer which was exceedingly earnest and went
up from the meeting as from the heart of one manI happened to be at a prayer meeting in Philadelphia
the next year, when this same minister arose and told the
story of the finding of this praying mother's son. He
said he carried that letter in his pocket for nearly a
year, everywhere inquiring for the young man to whom
it was addressed. "At last," said the preacher, "I found
him. He was at a gambling saloon in Sacramento. I
had him pointed out to me, and walking up to him and
putting my hand upon his shoulder, I told him I wished
to have a few minutes' conversation with him outside.
" 'Wait', said he, 'till I have played out this game,
and I will go with you.' He was with me in a few minutes,
and when by ourselves he said, 'What is it ?'
" 'Here is a letter,' said I, 'which I have carried almost a year to give to you. It is a letter from your mother, and I was directed to give it to you with my own
hand. And here it is.' The young man turned deadly
pale. 'Oh,' said he, 'don't give it—I can't take it.'
" 'Yes,' said I, 'you can, and shall take it. I am not
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to have a year's work for nothing. Please take it and read
it, and see if there is anything more I can do for you.'
The young man read it, and seemed overwhelmed with
deep and sudden distress" 'Oh,' he groaned out, 'what can I do? What shall
I do?'
" 'Do?' said I. 'We must begin somewhere, and do
as fast as we find anything to do. And in this very moment, and as the first thing to be done, I want you to
kneel down, and on your knees sign this temperance
pledge.' The signing was soon done, for I found him
willing to do anything.
" 'Now,' said I, 'are you willing to kneel right here
and now, and pledge yourself to Jesus Christ, that you
will be his, now and forever?'
" 'Yes,' he answered, 'I am willing,'
" 'Then kneel right down beside me, and I will pray
first, asking God to lead your heart and mind in all you
do in this solemn hour, for you must become a Christian
in this very hour and on this very spot.'
" 'Oh, that I might find my dear mother's Saviour
here and now!'
"We knelt together, so close that my shoulder
touched his. I prayed, and I cannot tell how I prayed. I
never could. Suffice it to say that the Holy Spirit seemed
to be poured upon us. We arose from our knees and threw
our arms around each other. That man had become a
new man in Christ Jesus, and on his knees he had become an heir of God and a joint heir with Jesus to a
heavenly inheritance. The Holy Spirit seemed to do his
special office work in his heart in answer to his mother's
prayers, and perhaps of the Fulton Street Prayer Meeting. Subsequent days and weeks of acquaintance proved
that this lost and ruined young man had really passed
from death unto life."
Such prayer and faith as a mother knows how to
exercise, God will never disappoint. In his own time and
way God will reward her faith and answer her prayers0 mothers! mothers! never give up your children. Never leave off praying. Never—never.—Christian at Work.
"If we live in the Spirit let us also walk in
Spirit."

the

FIVE TRUCK LOADS OF GOSPELS
SHIPPED TO JAPAN
Five truck loads of Gospels printed in Japanese are
being shipped today by the American Bible Society to its
representatives in Japan. More than 500,000 volumes of
the Gospels have been printed in New York by photographic process to supply the unusual needs caused by
the recent earthquake in Tokyo and Yokohoma. Practically all of the Bible plates for 25 or more languages and
dialects of the Far East were totally destroyed, together
with the printing plant, at which Bibles for Japan, China,
Siam and the Philippine Islands were printed. The shipment made today is the first of a series of books to be
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printed in this country until the Society has secured
funds for the replacement of its plates and the establishment of printing processes in Japan.
Mr. Gilbert Darlington, treasurer, declared it is the
largest single shipment of scripture portions ever made
by the Society.
Issued by the American Bible Society, Astor Place,
New York City, October 25, 1923.
AM I A CHRISTIAN?
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to Christ. He hears Christ's words, treads in Christ's
steps, and seeks Christ's approbation. He speaks the
language of Christ's kingdom, reveres Christ's laws,
obeys His ordinances, wears His costume, and lives to
His glory. The life of Christ within him is the principle
of his being; and because Christ lives, he shall live also. In
the Christian, Christ LIVES and SPEAKS and ACTS. He
is Christ's representative on earth, His witness before
men, and His follower before God. The Christian hearkens to Christ's teachings, rests on Christ's sacrifice, avails
(himself to Christ's meditation, and cheerfully obeys
the laws of Christ . He inquires, What would Christ
have me to know, what do, and what enjoy? To know
Christ is Christianity intellectual, to obey Christ is
Christianity practical, to enjoy Christ is Christianity experimental, and to be like Christ is Christianity perfected.
As bread to the hungry, as water to the thirsty, as the
rock in the sultry day, so is Christ to the Christian.
"The Christian is in the world, but not of it; among
the world, yet separate from it; passing through the
world, without attachment to it. The idolater boasts in
his idols, the Mohammedan in his false prophet, the Romanist in the Virgin Mary; but the Christian glories
only in the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ. The Christian
is a warrior, and must fight; but he is a conqueror, and
must prevail. The Christian sojourns on earth, but
dwells in Heaven; he is a pilgrim in the desert,, but an
enrolled denizen of the skies—his citizenship is in Heaven. He is the impress of Christ, the reflection of the
Father, the temple of the Holy Ghost. Contrast him with
the infidel in his faith, with the profligate in his life,
with the merely moral man in his heart, and with the
Pharisee in his spirit. His pedigree is from Jehovah, his
nature from Heaven and his name from Antioch. Oh,
Christian, great is thy dignity, refulgent is thy glory,
interminable thy blessed hope! All things are thine, and
thou are Christ's, and Christ is God's."
If you are a Christian, you love the prosperity of
Zion, and pray for the peace of Jerusalem. Christ's errand into this world was to save it, and if you have the
same mind that was in Him; you not only rejoice in all
the triumphs of the cross, but labor to multiply and extend them. You give of your means to support the cause
of Christ, whether in Missions, Bible Schools, Orphanages or Rescue Homes God has commissioned you to be
co-laborer with Him, and if you are faithful in your place
and lot, His grace will be sufficient for you in life, in
death, and in eternity. Beloved, are you a Christian?
George B. Kulp in God's Revivalist.

It is so easy to sit in judgment on others, and so
much more comfortable, than to judge one's self. The
Word says, "Examine yourselves, whether YE be in the
faith." Self-examination is a lost art; more the pity. The
angel was commanded to "measure the temple of God,
. . • and them that worship there." And Jesus once
said: "The word that I have spoken, the same shall judge
him in the last day." Would it not be a good thing then
for us to take God's plumb line, and see today, how we
measure by it ?
I am very fond of old books. I have in my library
some choice old works; and at times as I read, I come
across some truths that glisten on the page and, at the
same time, they are loaded with spiritual dynamite. I
have for a long time contended that the best definition
of CHRISTIAN is: "One who reproduces in his daily life
the life of Christ." Oh, no, you will not find this definition
in the standard dictionaries of today; it comes too close
to the teachings and requirements of the Word of God.
And as you sead this article, I would not have you accept
of one single statement that is not based on the Word. I
knew as I read the following excerpt that I had uncovered an "Acre of Diamonds," and I valued more highly than
ever my old books. I commend my unknown friend to
you, and trust that you will be doubly blessed as you read
his words, and inwardly digest. Do not hurry over this;
give God a chance at you; take it to your place of secret
prayer, for, of course, as a Christian you have a place that
has become sacred to you because you have met God
there so often, a place were "Heaven came down your
soul to greet, and glory crowned the mercy seat." Read it
there. So many are spiritually impoverished because
they do not feed on the Word of God. It came down from
Heaven, and when one gets a taste of it, and realizes its
worth, he is quite likely to cry, "Evermore give us this
bread." Now read carefully and prayerfully, and get
blessed:
"A Christian is born of God, engrafted in Christ, and
is a habitation of the Holy Spirit. His nature is renewed
his mind illuminated, his Spirit changed. He is not what
A PRESCRIPTION FOR SICK CHRISTIANS!
he was,'for grace has made a change; he is not"what he
Dr. Horace Bushnell was an invalid during the last
desires to be, for grace is not yet perfected; he is not
what he shall be, for grace is consummated in glory; the years of his noble and useful life, and when people in
knowledge of Christ is his treasury, the mind of Christ Hartford inquired of him: "How is your health?" he used
his evidence, the love of Christ his song, conformity to reply playfully: "I have not got any." This might be
Christ his life, to be with Christ his pre-eminent desire. the honest answer of many professed Christians in reBy faith he rests on Christ, receives Christ, and looks gard to their souls. Their spiritual pulse is feeble; their
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appetite for God's Word is poor; they are more fit for bracing atmosphere.
the hospital than for service. They no more enjoy their
I was once addressing a crowded audience in a small
religion than a fever patient would enjoy a slice of roast room on a wintry night, and the air became so foul that
beef or a plum pudding.
the candles almost went out. As soon as the door was opTheir sickness is their own fault, and it is their busi- ened and the oxygen of the wintry air rushed in, every
ness and duty to get well as soon as possible. Since spir- candle flamed up immediately. Your lamp is going out,
itual disease is the result of sin, and spiritual health is ob- brother! You need fresh air. Oh, what a glorious oxyligatory upon every Christian, how shall the invalids be gen would pour into our hearts and into our prayer meetrestored ? "I will restore health unto thee, saith the Lord." ings, our Sunday schools and our churches, if the Holy
Christ is still the Great Physician; he works cures, not by Spirit should come like a mighty, rushing wind, purifying,
miracles, but by means and by medicines. One of these is arousing, and quickening souls unto the very life of God!
That pungent preacher, Charles G. Finney, understood That would be a revival, a living again from dead works
how to apply this heroic treatment, and it would be well if and decay into the glow and gladness of vigorous health.
Such recovery cannot be reached by a wholesale proall ministers could read his "Lectures on Revivals" once
every year. But whether the truth comes to you from the cess. God says to each individual Christian who has been
pulpit, or from your own reading of the Word, or from made sick by sin, "Return unto me, and I will heal thy
any other quarter, it will do you no good, my sick friend, backslidings." The lepers who came to Jesus were not
unless you swallow it and let it work. If it produces some afraid to show him their loathsome disease- You must
not be gingerly in your confession or seek to hide your
sharp gripings of conscience all the better.
Then, too, you are in sad need of exercise. Your Mas- sins, or cover them with plasters of apology. Let your
ter has given you faculties and affections and capacities honest prayer be, "Wash me thoroughly from mine inito serve Him with. Yet for utter want of use these limbs quities." This prayer means—as Dr. Maclaren truly
the powerful purgative of truth faithfully administered. says—"Wash me, beat me, hammer me with mallets, rub
cf the soul are as feeble as the bodily limbs of a man who me with caustic niter, do anything with me, if only those
has been on his back for a month with typhoid fever. Nev- foul spots melt away from the texture of my soul."
Such penitence, such prayer, will bring pardon for
er will you recover your appetite, never will the flush of
spiritual joy mantle your countenance until you get out of the past. Not only pardon, but peace and purity and
your hammock and go to work. You are dying from con- power. You will be restored to health. Reconverted yourfinement and indolence. Probably a constipation of purse self, you will be able, like restored Peter, "to strengthen
has set in, so that you have ceased to give much money to the brethren." Healed yourself, you will be ready to lathe Lord, or if you give at all you do it grudgingly. There bor for the healing of others. Oh, what a revival it would
is but one cure for spiritual laziness, and that is work; be in all our churches if the backsliders, and the fever,
but one cure for stinginess and selfishness, and that is patients, and the lean dyspeptics, and the sin-sick prosacrifice; but one cure for bashfulness, and that is to open fessors would come trooping out of the hospital and reyour lips for Christ, or to plunge into some difficult duty port themselves for duty. Of such a church the Master
before the shiver has time to come on. A thorough course might say once' more: "Then shall thy light break forth
of feeding on Bible diet on Sunday, and of practicing Bi- as the morning, and thy healing shall bring forth speed,
—Theodore L. Cuyler.
ble duties during the week, will soon put you on your feet ily."
again. You can throw away your crutches and run without growing weary, and walk without becoming faintCONDITIONS OF PRAYER
How glad your minister will be be to see you our again!
How happy you will feel when your congestion of lungs "Men ought always to pray, and not to faint."—Lu.l8:l.
and purse and heart is cured; and the sleep of the laborThere are conditions in which we are warranted to
ing man will be sweet.
look for answers to our prayers, and they are as follows:
All the above-mentioned prescriptions must be hon1. We must ask for thing* that are according to
estly taken; but remember that Jesus Christ is the great the mind of God. 1 John 5:14, 15.
physician and health-giver; no permanent cure without
2. We have to believe that God is able and willing
him. Jesus not only gives life, but can give it more ab- to give us our request. Mark 11:24.
undantly when "the Sun of righteousness shall arise with
3. It is needful that we do not go on habitually in
healing in his wings." There is hygienic power in physi- an evil course. Psa- 56:18.
cal sunshine for sick plants and sick people. It would
4. Then supposing these things are found in us, it
bring speedy recovery to many a diseased and enfeebled is absolutely needful that we continue waiting on God,
soul to come back into the warm light of Christ's coun- patiently, quietly, believingly, expectantly, till the
tenance. A great deal of spiritual sickness arises from answer comes.
bad atmosphere. The heavenly winds, of the divine Spirit
Sometimes the answer may come the same hour that
alone can sweep away this malaria. "My Spirit I will give we ask God, or on the same day, or in a few wejeks, but in
unto you," is Christ's promise; and with that powerful other instances we may have long to wait. Again and
breath from above will come a new and purifying and again, and again, not once or twice, but hundreds of
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times I have had to wait for months, sometimes for years,
sometimes for many years, 15 years, 20 years. I have
had to wait before certain answers came to my prayer.
I have sometimes had to ask hundreds of times, yea,
thousands of times, before these answers came, but they
came at last.
For the exercise of our faith, for the strengthening
of our faith, God may delay the answers to our prayers.
That we may glorify Him by bur patient submission to
His holy will, therefore, the answer to our prayer is delayed. But whatever be the reason, our only business is
to quietly wait God's time. Thereby we glorify God, and
when at last the answer comes, it is a hundred times
sweeter and more precious than if the answer had been
given immediately.
And very frequently that God may bestow blessing
on our souls is the very reason why our prayers are not
immediately answered; and often, I may say .times
without number, I cannot tell you what a precious impetus was given to my soul when the answer came to my
prayers, and instead of being dissatisfied because I had to
wait so long, I blessed and praised God, that He had enabled me to submit to His holy pleasure and to be perfectly satisfied with His holy will. And I thanked Him that
now the answer had come- And invariably I have found
it, times without number, tens of thousands of times, the
answer has come, and I have praised God.
You may be astonished when I speak of tens of
thousands of answers to prayer, and one or the other of
you may suppose what an exceedingly great magnification
it is. "That is impossible, tens of thousands of answers
to prayers" I mean it literally, and will show at once how
it comes. Every day I have answers to prayer. Again and
again before I leave my room in the morning I have two
or three answers to prayer, and during the day it goes
on. I speak to my Heavenly Father. I commune with
my precious Lord Jesus about everything; about the
most minute things of life; and I get perhaps in the
course of the day three, four, five answers to prayer,
and so, when it comes that year after year, it is thus
day by day, you can easily see that in the course of every year I have thousands of answers to prayer, and as
this has been going on for 69 years and 9 months, you.
can easily see how this has multiplied to many, many tens
.of thousands of answers.to prayer. This is not stated
boastingly, but as a poor sinner for the encouragement
-of my young brethren and sisters in Christ.
Ah, what is not God able as well as willing to
do? And the-great point is to have large expectations
as to the Arm of God, and the Hand of God, and the
Heart of God, and we shall find that we are not disappointed.
Therefore expect great things, and great blessings
will you have. The power cf God is infinite and the heart
of God infinitely large, for He loves us with an eternal,
unchanging love, and with the same love with which He
loves His only be often Son. And therefore, we have
never, never, never to be discouraged, because what we
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need is much, very much.—George Mueller.
"If ye shall ask anything in My Name, I will do it."
—St. John 14:14.
"Ask, and ye shall receive, that your joy may be
full."—St. John 16:24.—Selected.
PRACTICE YOUR FAITH.
0 child of God, take a day off your usual routine,
and just devote it to praising God. If you cannot take a
whole day, try one hour, and see how it works to the
good of your soul. See no reason? My, my! Just get
the eyes anointed and then take a look at your privileges
—privileges that you have abused because they were unused ; for as sure as God's Word is true, to not use your
privileges is to abuse them.
"All things are yours." There was a man who believed this, and practiced his faith; and looking out over
all the future, with all it meant to a man who had been
shown what great things he must suffer for Jesus' sake,
he shouted, "I can do all things through Christ which
strengthened me." So can you, so may you.
1 just laugh in my soul when I read over there in
one of the books that our Father has given us, (you know
He gave us sixty-six books, all written for our comfort,
and that we might have hope,) how brother Ezra testified to the king. "The hand of our God is upon all them
for good that seek him;" and then when he said to send
six hundred and fifty talents of silver, and silver vessels
an hundred talents, and twenty more basons of gold, of
a thousand drams; and two vessels of fine copper, as precious as gold; all a free-will offering unto the Lord God
(you see they believed in free-will offerings unto the Lord
in those days, and practiced what they believed) and
send them through an enemy's country, he says: '"I was
ashamed to ask of the king a band of soldiers and horsemen to help us . . . in the way." He was ashamed to
make this request because he had professed faith in God,
and had said to the king, "The hand of our God is upon
all them for good that seek him." So he prayed, fasted,
and trusted God, and got the answer. He went out practicing faith, and weighed in at Jerusalem every ounce of
treasure, in spite of bandits and thieves. God needs, today, in the midst of the trying circumstances around us,
some folks who are practicing their Faith.
"All things are possible to him that believeth." "All
things are yours." "I can do all things through Christ
which strengthened me." "All things work together for
good to them that love God." "No good thing will he
withhold from them that walk uprightly." "In everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let
your requests be made known unto God." I am with you
; 11 the days." "When he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he
will guide you into all truth: . . . He shall take of mine
and shall shew it unto you-" Believest thou this? You
answer, "Yes." Are you practicing your faith? "This is
the victory that overcometh . . . even our faith." Accept(Continued on page 16.)
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Thanksgiving

!

—and the voice of melody, are wonderful things.
They are especially well pleasing when they are united in praise to Jehovah.
The one reason why the Psalms are so interesting is because they abound in thanksgiving and praise.
THERE IS NOTHING OUTSIDE THE BIBLE that will have a greater effect in producing that feeling of
thanksgiving and praise than a good religious paper, th at is constantly bringing before your mind Human Experiences of those who are of like precious faith, and also pointing out dangerous pitfalls, and leading the
way to better and brighter things.
j .-,,,,....

f

!

THE EVANGELICAL VISITOR aims to be just that a nd more to you. We have positive proof that it is that
to a goodly number—
WHY NOT MAKE IT T HAT TO MANY MORE ?
who may not have Thanksgiving and the voice of mel ody, in their hearts.
IF ALL OUR SUBSCRIBERS
had the same feeling that one sister has, who is a w orking girl, who has taken our various pleas in dead
earnest and has to date sent us fourteen new subscrib ers, we would see the

i
i

MOST AST ONISHING
results in the history of our church paper. Will you not please do your share now?

!

.

.

j
j
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Offer No. 1

We will send the Evangelical Visitor to Jan. 1, 1925 to New Subscribers for $1.25 and give you one of
our beautiful Scripture Text Calendars for 1924.

Offer No. 2
If you don't want the Calendar and want to help spread the Gospel in print we will send the Evangelical Visitor to new subscribers to Jan- 1, 1925 for $1.00.

Offer No. 3
If you will send us $5.00 we will renew your paper for (3) three years and send the Evangelical Visitor
to a New Subscriber to Jan. 1, 1925.

" Offer No. 4
If you will send.us (10) ten New Subscribers at $1.00 each we will send you free a $2.50 Parker Fountain
Pen.
Don't Delay but respond immediately. God bless you.

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
i
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(Continued from page 14.)
ing of a faith is not victory; we must p u t it into practice. Having a check in your pocket will purchase no
goods; you must go to the bank, present it to the paying
teller, be sure you are recognized, and get the cash. 0
my dear reader, cash in. God is delighted when we practice our faith.
A few years ago, a corporal of the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police of Canada was sent with three of his
comrades in the charge of two hundred wild Cree Indians
to t h e place where they were to be turned over to the
police, who would guide them to their reservation.
"Where is your escort for these Indians?" he was
asked.
"We are here," he answered, as he stood a t the head
of a file of two men.
"Yes, I see, but where is your regiment ?"
"I guess it is here all right," once more was the reply. "The other fellow looking after the breakfast things.''
"But there are only four of you, then ?"
"That is so, Colonel; but then you see, we wear the
Queen's scarlet," was the firm answer of the corporalT h a t man was ready to undertake any duty because
he wore t h e uniform of a mighty sovereign. Do you get
the. thought ? You are a child of the King; you are an
heir of God, joint-heir with His Son, Jesus Christ; you
are a co-worker with H i m ; you are called to be a saint,
and should do a saintly business. You are a witness, and
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pictures shown.
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must let your light shine- Your first thought, and mine,
must be to live, not before the world, but before HIM.
You do not stand alone: t h e promise is, "I am with
YOU;" in the dark, in all the light, away from home, in
the midst of all the gloom with which hell may surround
you for a little while, in the midst of all opposition t h a t
you encounter, in all your heartaches—"I am with you!"
Oh do hear Him, and rest. His eyes "are upon the righteous and his ears are open unto their cry ;•" "The eternal
God is t h y refuge, and underneath are the Everlasting
A r m s . " Practice your faith! Sing i t !
"My faith looks up to Thee,
Thou Lamb of Calvary,
Savior Divine."
Sing again:
'"He leadeth me! oh! blessed thought,
0 words with heavenly comfort f r a u g h t ;
Whate'er I do, whete'er I be,
Still 'tis God's hand t h a t leadeth m e . "
—G. B. K. in God's Revivalist.
(Continued from page 9.)
mean to go all the way. I realize it is not the swift or strong, but
those that hold out to the end that will receive the crown. Pray
for me, saints, that I hold out to the end.
Your sister,
MARY CHRISTY, 508 Algono Ave.,
•'
Des Moines, Iowa.

Scripture Text Calendar

for 1924

A World Time Table
"You can tell just when our missionaries begin
their daily activities."

Every Home Should Have One
Write for free illustrated circular and prices
on quantities.
Single copies sent prepaid
$ .30
Agents Wanted. Samples mailed to prospective
agents for $ .25. No free samples.

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

The calendar for 1924 is by far the most beautiful
and useful calendar yet published.

